
Minutes of the HCV Joint Committee meeting held on Monday 8’th June  
at 7.00pm in the Community Room, Sutton. 
 
Present:      
 
Mrs J Harnwell (JH)  - Sutton Parish Council 
Mrs Margaret Lumb (ML) - Bluntisham Parish Council 
Mr Ian Dewar (ID)  - Sutton Parish Council 
Mr Peter Brace (PB)  - Earith Parish Council   
Mr Alan James (AJ)  -  
Mr David Deacon (DD) - Sutton Parish Council 
Mrs Ann Sherwood (AS) - Wilburton Parish Council 
 
Clerk:        Mr O Mc Laughlin (OM)  - Earith Villagers’ Association 
 
1. Appointment of Chairman for the meeting 
 
It was agreed that Mrs J Harnwell should chair the meeting.  
 
2. Apologies for absence 
 
Apologies were received from:  Kathy Searle, Peter Goddard, Pauline Wilson, Gareth 
Wilson 
 
3. Minutes & Actions from last meeting 
 
Minutes of the last meeting on February 19’th were approved. 
 
Actions from previous minutes: 
 

Action  Owner Status 

Contact CCC to ascertain the 
annual cost of repairing and 
maintaining certain fen roads, and 
what will be the likely extra impact 
of developments such as 
Northstowe. 

AJ There was some discussion about the 
name of the system used for 
recording this information.  
 
Action: ML to email Jo Challis re: 
name of the system. 
 

Provide contact details for the main 
hauliers. 

ID Ongoing. ID reiterated why it is 
important to get together with the 
hauliers. The aggregates levy could 
be used to fund haul roads. They 
should all chip in as it is in their 
interests. 
Two major projects at moment are 
the Guided Bus and the development 
at Arbury. 
 

PCs to pursue process for putting 
in place Traffic Regulation Orders 
(TROs). 
 
 
 
 

DD 
 
 
 
 
 

Sutton have started this process. 
They sent a letter on Jan 27’th to Mr 
Whelan. 
 
Action: DD to circulate this 
document. 

Investigate means of co-operation 
between groups. 

OM/AJ Ongoing 

 



4. Cambs Minerals and Waste Plan 
 
PB reported that Mick George has applied for permission to put the new recycling 
unit at block fen rather than Bluntisham. This made sense and was good news. 
The bad news was that Latter Farms had applied for permission to remove 1m tons 
of sand and gravel.  This will come out on the Chatteris Road and will involve 200 
hundred HCV vehicle movements a week for the next 5 years. The Minnaars 
development should be put in place first before this is given approval. PB added that 
in order to influence decisions we need to go to the top people.  
 
Local MPs are very concerned and have been trying to bang heads together. 
Shailesh Vara has raised several issues points with Jill Tuck. Claire O’Neill has been 
tasked with looking into HCVs.  We should perhaps ask her to the next meeting. 
 
JH said we should ask more MPs to get involved. AJ added that we need to put 
County Councillors under more pressure.  
 
Action: Sutton PC to write to local MPs Jim Paice and Malcolm Moss.  
Action: DD to give a copy of the TRO paperwork to all interested villages.  
 
DD said that CCC had spent £300m to upgrade the A141 & A142. So why aren’t 
HCVs forced to use these? He added  that a 43% increase in population was being 
predicted by 2031. 
 
ID said that Market towns should be developed before green field sites. However, it 
seemed that housing numbers were being revised down due to the potential 
problems associated with global warming He also thought that officers had a lot of 
control over decisions made by District and County Councillors. 
 
EERA are advocating new sites. CCC say this is the wrong approach and that a plan 
is needed first to address the very real HCV problem. They will put this in the paper 
to EERA.   
 
ML said that Envar, the waste management company, are putting in a planning 
application to build greenhouses. But they will be using 20-24ton trucks. Bluntisham 
PC have objected on the grounds that this is a road safety issue as additional 
numbers of heavy vehicles will be using the dangerous Wheatsheaf junction on the 
B1040. Envar’s long term plans might warrant a 106 contribution to improving the 
junction but because the development is piecemeal this will not happen. Colne PC 

will also comment on the application. ML added that mineral & waste meetings were 

open to the public but that this was not publicised.  

 
ID had noticed that the tipper trucks have bars down the sides and they have wider 
than normal wing mirrors. They are wider than the highway and this might be a road 
safety issue. 
 
Action: ID to find out the make of the HCV concerned. 
 
5.  Cambs Transport Commission 
 
The outcome of this is awaited. The Ely bypass is back on the agenda. This bypass 
would remove the last ‘problem’ between St.Ives and Newmarket. If it goes ahead 
the A1123 would become a rat run. The logical solution would be to use of drove 
roads. 
The meeting thanked AJ for his efforts in submitting the report on behalf of the HCV 
committee. 
 
DD said that there are mandatory national indicators to which the county must pay 
attention. One of these is the ‘place survey’.  If people protest about things then 



these protests must be recorded and a possible consequence is that CCC may get 
less money. There are also national indicators relating to citizen well-being, air 
pollution and environmental cleanliness which are very relevant in the HCV debate. 
By pointing out the poor record of CCC in these areas we may spur them into action 
if it means their ratings will suffer. 
 
The real problem at the moment is the lack of funding for improvements.  AJ said that 
lots of money is going to pay the officers and provide for their pensions. 48% of 
budgets is going towards pay. As an example PB said that a path between the 
Bridges at Earith is urgently needed. Plans have been put together and they are 
always informed there is no money available. 
 
In view of this, as many people as possible should write in for rates rebates to 
compensate them for the environmental and health problems they are facing . 
 
ID said there would be a report from Cambs Transport Commission this month. 
 
6.  Mereham Update 
 
AJ gave an update on the Mereham situation. Mereham  had been submitted to the 
East of England Regional Assembly, EERA,  for consideration in their review of the 
Regional Spatial Strategy, (RSS), also known as the East of England Development 
Plan, up to 203l.  The relationship between EERA Meetings and the RSS Review 
timetable is not clear. 
 
Action: AJ to follow up with an email to clarify the position and with details of the 
next EERA planning panel. 
 
7.  Strategic Route Network Review 
 
DD said they were waiting for Gallaghers to get back to them.  There is also a speed 
limit review going on.   
 
Action:  OM to get more information on the progress of the Speed Limit review. 
 
8. Future Actions 
 
ID said that CALC could be an umbrella organisation. Brian Hayes should also be 
copied in on the minutes. ID would provide contact details. Also each district has a 
Strategic Partnership Board. Places should be available on these for PCs.  
AL also suggested that we should invite Willingham and Cottenham to meetings.  
 
9.  AOB 
 
There was some general discussion on the environmental impact of heavy traffic. 
The dangers from particulates are now better understood and experiments have 
shown that there are no safe limits for some of the pollutants emitted. Asthma cases 
in Birmingham have been scientifically linked to pollution problems.  
Also, the Road Traffic Act has a reference to LAs being able to mitigate against the 
effects of noise.  More research on this is needed. 
 
10. Next Meeting 
 
Action: OM to circulate these possible dates for the next meeting to the group; 13, 
17 or 23 September. Meeting will be arranged on the date preferred by the majority. 


